PROPER WASTE STORAGE IN SATELLITE ACCUMULATION AREAS

CLEAN
- Use containers free of leaks, cracks, or chemical residue
- Leave adequate head space for contents inside
- Only use content compatible containers (ex: never use glass for hydrofluoric acid)

CLOSED
- Properly closed containers won’t leak when tipped over
- Avoid temporary closings such as foil and parafilm
- Lids or caps should fit securely and tightly

BE AWARE OF CONTENTS THAT MAY BE “IN-PROCESS” OR REACTING WHEN STORED. CLOSED CONTAINERS WILL REDUCE EXPOSURE TO VAPORS AND FLAMES THAT MAY BE PRODUCED.

LABELED
- No abbreviations or formulas (ex: write Formaldehyde not CH₂O)
- Identify any and all hazards such as flammable or toxic
- Clearly identify the container as “Hazardous Waste”
- Describe the contents accurately and concisely

USE SECONDARY CONTAINMENT WHEN STORING • SUBMIT WASTE FOR PICKUP USING CHEMATICX
FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT AUBURN RISK MANAGEMENT AND SAFETY

INSPECT YOUR LAB ONCE A WEEK
JUST SCAN BELOW TO GET STARTED OR VISIT aub.ie/saa-selfinspect

GET CONTAINER LABELS ANY TIME
DOWNLOAD AND PRINT WASTE CONTAINER LABELS ANYTIME BY ScANNING THE QR CODE BELOW OR VISITING THE AUB.IE LINKS

SMALL
aub.ie/hazsmall

MEDIUM
aub.ie/hazmedium

LARGE
aub.ie/hazlarge